Kramers & Wannier discussed the statistical mechanics of a two-dimensional Ising model of a ferromagnetic. By making use of a 'screw transformation' they showed that the partition function was the largest eigenvalue of an infinite matrix of simple characteristic structure. In the present paper an alternative method is used for deriving the partition function, and this enables the 'screw transformation' to be generalized to apply to a number of problems of classical statistical mechanics, including the three-dimensional Ising model. Distant neighbour interactions can also be taken into account. The relation between the ferromagnetic and order-disorder problems is discussed, and it is shown that the partition function in both cases can be derived from a single function of two variables. Since distant neighbour interactions can be taken into account the theory can be formally applied to the statistical mechanics of a system of identical particles.
nature of the solution of problems of the above type, and it is hoped to undertake this subsequently.
The relation between the order-disorder and ferromagnetic problems is discussed in § 2, and it is shown that both solutions can be derived from a single function of two variables.
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T h e l in e a r c h a in
It is well known that a one-dimensional chain does not exhibit any phase transi tions similar to those characteristic of two-and three-dimensional structures. Nevertheless, since an exact solution is quite easy in this case, it serves as a useful illustration of the general method to be used. Let us first consider a problem in probability. Suppose we are given n units in a line, each unit being capable of two configurations, 1 and 2, the probabilities of these configurations being and a 2 respectively (ax + a2 = 1); what is the probability of a total configuration involving nx units of type 1, n2 units of type 2, and nX2, nearest neig types 1-1, 1-2, 2-2 respectively? When a x = a 2 = £, this is essentially the one dimensional ferromagnetic problem.
For large n we may take nx, nx2 as the two independent n and the remaining three can be deduced from them by the relations + \n x2 -\n X2 + n22 = n2, nx + n2 = n. Let w ( n ; n x,nx2) be the probability of the required type. We can divide these configurations into two mutually exclusive classes, those involving 1 in the last unit, probability and those involving 2 in the last unit, probability w2(n; nx,nx2). Then w(n; nx,nX2) = wx{n; nx,n It is now easy to deduce the following equations wx( n + l ; n x,n12) = axwx(n\ nx-\ , n x2)+a,xw2{n\ ), w2(n+ 1; nX)nX2) = oc2wx(n; nx,nx2-1 nx,nx2).
In statistical mechanics it is more usual to deal with the average number of con figurations of a specified type rather than the probability of these configurations. Denoting this by g ( n; nx, nX 2) since the total number of configurations is 2n, g(n\ nx,nx2) = 2 nw ( n ; n x,nx2), so that gx{ n + l;n x,nx2) = 2ccxgx(n; nx-l , n 12) + 2axg2(n 1), g2(n + 1; nx,nx2) = 2a2gx(n; nx,nX 2-l ) + 2a2g2(n; nx,nx2).
The usual method of solving such a set of linear difference equations is to consider the functions 00 fi(x\ ^15^12) 5= 5 2 9i{n\ ^1 2 ) Xx'XxRx7 1 ) 1 00 f^x \ ^1 5^x 2 ) = 2 ^2 (^5 nv n12) x^x^x n. and It is then easy to show that g(n; nx, nx2) is the coefficient of x^xfy'x71 in the expan sion of
where 0 (x; xx, xX 2) is a polynomial of small order determined by the first terms can deal with the term in a by separating (3) into partial fractions in x and expanding in. powers of x in the standard manner. We thus deduce that g(n; nx, nx2) is the coefficient of in where e{n; nx, nX 2) is the energy of the (n; nx > nx2) configuration. We assume that this energy can be expressed as a linear function of n, nx, nX 2, e = e0n + exnx + e12nX 2.
The term in n can be taken out of the summation and effectively neglected, and we see that if we replace x by exp ( -ex/kT) and xX2 by exp ( -eX 2jkT) in (4) we obtain the partition function. Also for large n only the largest root, A1? need be considered, since the other term is negligible by comparison. Hence we may write for the free energy F, F = -kT log Z = -nkT log A .x,
where Ax is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix and 2 aX J u 2ax/iz 2a 2z 2a2
The partition function for a linear ferromagnetic follows immediately from (8) if we put ocx = a 2 == identify |e 12 with the energy of interaction of two similarly directed spins, and \ex with the energy of interaction of a single spin in a magnetic field. This is in agreement with the solution derived previously by other authors (Kramers & Wannier 1941; Montroll 1942 ).
In the order-disorder problem we do not deal with units capable of both con figurations, and with certain probabilities of taking on each, but instead we are told definitely that there are nx units of one type and n2 of the other. One might now be tempted, by analogy with problems of this kind arising in statistics, to identify the solution for /i = 1, ex = 0 fractions of the two constituents being given by ctx and a 2. This procedure is 40 C. Domb permissible in ordinary statistical problems since we are prepared to neglect small probabilities; but in the present problem small probabilities are important at low temperatures, and the step is not justifiable. One can see that the problems are not identical by considering the lowest energy state at zero temperature. In the probability case the lowest state is always non-degenerate, and equivalent to the lowest energy state with equal ratio of constituents; whereas in the order-disorder case with unequal ratio of constituents the lowest energy state is degenerate. We proceed to discuss the order-disorder problem, and to obtain the correct solution.
Let h ( n; nx,n12) be the number of configurations involving units of the first kind, and nx2 nearest neighbour pairs of type 1-2. We divide into mutually exclusive groups hx(n; nx, nX2) and n12). does not enter here, and in any given case is fixed. We deduce the equations* 
£= S (14)
and is determined (except for a simple factor) by the largest eigenvalue of the matrix (11) with xx = It will be seen that all the problems discussed in this section will be solved if we know the largest eigenvalue of the matrix which depends on two variables fi and z. Similar considerations will apply to pro blems discussed in the remainder of this paper, and our main purpose will be to formulate the matrix appropriate to each problem. Either system of difference equations (2) or (9) is sufficient to determine this matrix, and we shall use (2) for convenience.
It is of some interest to compare the solution given by (13) with the corres ponding solution given by (8) 
We shall now assume that as m->oo, the mtli root of the largest eigenvalue of A^~1Bm tends to the largest eigenvalue, A, of Am. The mathematical derivation of this result appears to be quite difficult. But on physical grounds it seems reasonable to suppose that Bm corresponds to an end effect which becomes negligible as w->oo. Hence we shall identify A, which is the limit as -» oo of the largest eigenvalue of Am, with the partition function per single unit.
The system of equations (16) can easily be modified to deal with the case when there are different interactions in the different directions. We must now consider two different sets of nearest neighbour types in the different directions. The non-zero elements in the first four rows of the resulting matrix are ( / (zz',z'), and (z, 1) respectively, where z refers to the horizontal and z' to the vertical inter actions. This case is of some interest since the complete solution in the absence of a magnetic field given by Onsager (1944) applies to it, and it may help in establishing the properties of these duo-diagonal matrices. It is worth observing that the matrix Bm merely corresponds to no interaction in the vertical direction 1), and its largest eigenvalue should correspond to the one-dimensional partition function.
It is interesting to look at the case when each unit is capable of more than two configurations, say r different configurations. All that we have done so far can easily be generalized; the relation between the ferromagnetic and order-disorder problems is given by the generalization of equations such as (13), but the matrix corresponding to (15) which determines the complete solution of these problems, now depends on (r-1) parameters of /i type, and on the temperature through l)/2 parameters of z type. The matrix A m is of order rm and is determined by a system of r2 equations such as ( Where there is no magnetic field in the ferromagnetic problem the duo-diagonal matrix admits of groups of symmetric and antisymmetric eigenvalues on inter changing 1 and 2. Confining our attention only to the symmetric group we derive the F-matrix of Kramers & Wannier of order 2m_1. Actually we first obtain a F-matrix with rearranged elements, but if we order our configurations according to ( , ...,ax) instead of (a l t am ) we derive a matrix which is effectively identical with theirs.
The three-dimensional transformation
If we consider n tiers, each tier consisting of an rectangle, in a manner analogous to that described at the beginning of § 3, we obtain a matrix Tl m of order 2lm whose largest eigenvalue, A .l m, is the partition function per tier for the block. We are interested in large l and m, and if A is the partition function per single unit \ m is effectively equal to Xlm. We now show that Tl m can be decomposed into a product of matrices, and it is reasonable to assume that A is the limit as -> 00 of the largest eigenvalue of a duo-diagonal matrix. Let us again build up our system by adding one unit at a time, moving horizontally to complete each row, then starting at the beginning of a new row until a tier is completed, then starting at the bottom of a new tier. We divide our configuration function into mutually exclusive classes as before, characterizing each class by the last Im units,
(al> 1> •••>«?»,) (figure 3). It will be noticed that in adding a new unit only
and alm play a part. Hence we obtain a system of eight equations analogous to (16). We first deal with the case when the added unit is not a member of the first row or column. The other cases need special consideration although by assuming different interactions in the different directions, and then putting the appropriate interactions equal to zero, we can deduce them all from one set of equations. Let n'X2, nX2 refer to the three directions. For simplicity of writing only changes from n12, n'X2, n{2 will be recorded; thus (p; n' X2 -1) is meant to indicate (p; nx,n12,n' x2 -\,n 12). Then (111), (112), (121), (122), (211), (212), (221) and (222) , and these are given respectively by ( / i , fiz") ( ; zz'z" , zz') (fiz, fizz") ( ; Bl m corresponding to the first unit of any row other than the first is obtained by putting 2=1; the matrix Cl m corresponding to any unit of the first row other than the first unit is obtained by putting = 1; and finally Dl m corresponding to the first unit of the first row is obtained by putting z -z' -l. Bl m and Clm corre spond to two-dimensional problems, and Dl m to a one-dimensional problem. It will be seen that Tl m can be put in the form {A™~x C™~xDlm. Letting l tend to infinity, an assumption analogous to that 
MECHANICS OF A SYSTEM OF IDENTICAL PARTICLES
It is known that methods similar to that described in the first paragraph of § 3 can theoretically be generalized to take account of interactions other than nearest neighbour. But in practice the result is so complicated that it does not seem to have been attempted except in the simplest linear case (Montroll 1942 ), A trans formation of the type used in the previous sections is applicable, and shows that this problem can also be reduced to the determination of the largest eigenvalue of a duo-diagonal matrix. The matter will not be discussed in great detail as the argument is closely analogous to that used previously. Let us take as an example the twodimensional problem. Our system is built up by adding one unit at a time as before. We first take account of the next nearest neighbour which is along the diagonal. To do this we characterize each class of configurations by means of the last (ra-f 1) units added (ax, ...,am+1) (figure 4). Let n^l denote the number of nearest, and n{ xl the number of next nearest neighbours of type 1-2. Then in the addition of a new unit n^l and nfl will only be affected by the values of a2, am+1 and a3 respectively. Hence we can write down a system of sixteen equations similar to (19) which deter mine a duo-diagonal matrix of order 2m+1. There are end effects, as before, but we assume that these can be neglected in the limiting case of large If we wanted to take account of third nearest neighbours we should require (ox, ... Since interactions other than nearest neighbour can be taken into account, one can formally apply the theory to the statistical mechanics of a system of identical particles. The exact problem in this case involves continuous variables instead of a discrete lattice structure, and any state of the system, solid, gaseous, etc., can be described by means of the distribution function of the number of neighbours of a given particle within a distance p and p + dp. If this distribution function is given, the energy of the system can be written down immediately. The basic problem is the determination of the entropy of the system for any distribu tion function, or the number of configurations H[n(p) dp] corresponding to the same distribution function n{p) dp. As an approximation to the exact problem we shall use a lattice structure as a co-ordinate mesh, the two configurations of each unit corresponding to a particle or no particle. This is equivalent to approximating to the continuous distribution n{p) dp by a grouped series [nx(px),n2(p2) , ... nr(pr)]. The use of a co-ordinate mesh is an approximation which is sufficiently near to the exact solution if the mesh is sufficiently fine. In order to obtain a reasonable physical approximation we must use enough neighbour interactions to give some idea of the shape of the inter-molecular potential-energy curve. Let us illustrate the method by considering the one-dimensional problem in which r neighbours are taken into account. Only 1-1 neighbour types give any inter action, and our problem is to determine the average number of configurations containing » g , ngf, ..., neighbours of each kind respectively. Proceeding as before, using the same notation, and characterizing each class of configurations by means of the last r units added ( figure 6) When we consider the problem in two or three dimensions an infinite duo-diagonal matrix is required, however many interactions are taken into account, and the number of interactions specifies the number of determining equations of this matrix, as in the first paragraph of this section. To obtain even a crude approximation to the shape of the intermolecular potential-energy curve the number of determining equations becomes large but in most practical cases the parameter / in (22) may be regarded as small, and it may be possible to get an expansion in powers of fi. It is hoped to investigate this point further. The problem of neutron diffraction by crystals is treated by analogy with X-ray diffraction, consideration being given to the perfect crystal, the mosaic crystal and the powdered block. The first part of the paper deals with a comparison between X-ray and neutron diffraction and it is shown that quantitatively the two are similar, apart from the case of the thick mosaic crystal where the very low values which are usually found for the true absorption of neutrons result in the integrated reflexion being largely independent of structure factor under practical conditions. The second part deals with the practical problem of diffracting the collimated beam of thermal neutrons from an atomic pile. Again, perfect and mosaic crystals are considered and it is also shown that the powder method, which it is desirable to use when structure factors are to be determined, will be feasible if the number of pile neutrons which hit the monochromatizing crystal is greater than 10s per sec.
Neutron diffraction
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A number of papers have recently appeared on the subject of neutron diffraction. These have dealt with various aspects of the nature of the reflexion by matter of beams of thermal neutrons, produced in atomic piles. On the whole, the papers have been written from the standpoint of nuclear physics. It has, therefore, been con sidered worth while to write this appreciation of the problems of neutron diffraction from the point of view of the worker in the field of crystal analysis. The paper is divided into two parts, part I dealing largely with the similarities and differences between the diffraction of X-rays from a theoretical point of view, and part II with the actual problem of diffracting the collimated beam of thermal neutrons which can be obtained from an atomic pile.
